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Simulation analysisAbstract A new concept is presented for air-to-air missile which is dynamic attack zone after being
launched in random wind field. This new concept can be used to obtain the 4-dimensional (4-D)
information regarding the dynamic envelope of an air-to-air missile at any flight time aimed at
different flight targets considering influences of random wind, in the situation of flight fighters coop-
erated with missiles fighting against each other. Based on an air-to-air missile model, some typical
cases of dynamic attack zone after being launched in random wind field were numerically simulated.
Compared with the simulation results of traditional dynamic envelope, the properties of dynamic
attack zone after being launched are as follows. The 4-D dynamic attack zone after being launched
is inside traditional maximum dynamic envelope, but its forane boundary is usually not inside tra-
ditional no-escape dynamic envelope; Traditional dynamic attack zone can just be reliably used at
launch time, while dynamic envelope after being launched can be reliably and accurately used dur-
ing any flight antagonism time. Traditional envelope is a special case of dynamic envelope after
being launched when the dynamic envelope is calculated at the launch time; the dynamic envelope
after being launched can be influenced by the random wind field.
 2015 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to present a new concept for air-
to-air missile, dynamic attack zone after being launched in ran-
dom wind field. This concept can be used in the air combats,because usually many flight fighters are attacked by a lot of
air-to-air missiles when flight fighters fight against each other,
and sometimes each fighter is attacked by hostile multiple mis-
siles,1–3 which are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, where h; x and z are
respectively the altitude, longitude and latitude distance posi-
tions. To improve aggressive effectiveness of the air-to-air
1520 Y. Hui et al.missiles in the capriccioso situation and unknown situation in
near future of the air combat, there are too many problems to
be solved, with the two problems listed as follows:
(1) The flight vehicles being attacked by missiles need to
know the attack zones of each air-to-air missile at that
moment in real time online. When cluster air-to-air mis-
siles attack multitudinous coordinated aerial assault
fighters, generally each air-to-air missile locks on and
attacks a maneuvering flight target. In the anfractuous
4-dimensional (4-D) flight counter air, a target fighter
maybe attacked by several air-to-air missiles. At this
moment, this flight target vehicle can maneuver to break
through interceptions and get rid of the assaults from all
air-to-air missiles which can attack that target, as well as
accomplish flight missions. Regarding all these air-to-air
missiles, what is the attack zone information of each
missile?
(2) Each air-to-air missile requires knowing the attack zones
in allusion to different flight targets with their current
flight statuses and some characteristics. In the situation
of flight fighters fighting against each other, when two
air-to-air missiles attack the same flight target, if the
flight target has been destroyed by one of them, the
other missile can attack the other maneuvering flight tar-
gets. Then, which maneuvering target should be
attacked by this redundant air-to-air missile? This
redundant missile can attack the flight targets which
are inside the attack zone of the missile at this flight
moment. So this redundant missile needs to know the
attack zone regarding flight target statuses at this flight
moment in real time online.
When cluster air-to-air missiles attack multitudinous flight
targets, generally each missile locks on a maneuvering targetFig. 1 A group of air-to-air missiles attack multitudinous flight
targets.
Fig. 2 Two missiles attacking one flight target at the same time.and attacks the locked target until the missile gets or loses
the target; but in the rough-and-tumble aerial warfare, the rel-
ative flight statuses including the relative positions and veloci-
ties between all missiles and each flight target are changing.
Sometimes the attacked targets for all missiles should be redis-
tributed, because this redistribution can make the missiles get
better attack results.
Currently the dynamic envelope of air-to-air missiles or
dynamic launch zone (DLZ) is just calculated at the launch
time by the onboard computers in flight carrier of the missiles.
According to the published papers, the attack zones of air-to-
air missiles have been researched basically as the following
aspects: (1) The high accuracy calculation regarding all kinds
of dynamic attack zones for air-to-air missiles, such as the
maximum envelope4,5 and non-escape envelope,6–8 as well as
the launch envelopes for air-to-air missiles;9,10 the envelope
databases are obtained by this calculation for all possible ini-
tial conditions of missile and target at the launch time. (2)
The approximated calculation of dynamic envelope or DLZ
is in real time online, but the approximated DLZ is inside
the acceptable error of curve fitting of air-to-air missile attack
zones.11–14 (3) The influences or sensitivity on attack zone
boundaries or launch envelope because of all possible stochas-
tic factors, such as the changes of air-to-air missiles launching
conditions,15 random wind field,16 the errors of missile
model,17,18 etc. But currently there is not any paper in related
to the dynamic attack zone of air-to-air missiles after being
launched in random wind field. If the concept and flight
numerical simulation are researched regarding the dynamic
attack zone in random wind of air-to-air missiles after being
launched, it is very important for aerial warfare based on flight
fighters and missiles. The dynamic attack zones of air-to-air
missiles after being launched in random wind are researched
and analyzed in detail.
2. Problem formulation on dynamic attack zone after being
launched in random wind field
Generally, the traditional dynamic attack zone of air-to-air
missile is calculated according to the reference point when
the aircraft is launching this missile. Based on the flight states
including different entry angles of the flight target, the attack
zone boundary can be calculated.
For the air-to-air missiles which can attack flight targets in
omnidirectional directions, the attack zone is a continuous
envelope which includes the reference point;4 for the frontal
attack air-to-air missile, the attack zone envelope is made up
of inner, lateral and outer boundaries. To make a difference
between the traditional dynamic attack zone and dynamic
attack zone after being launched, the traditional dynamic
attack zone is also called dynamic attack zone at launch time.
Definition 1. Dynamic attack zone of air-to-air missile after
being launched in random wind field: an air-to-air missile
was launched and flied along a trajectory to intercept a flight
target, at the flight time ts in this intercept process, based on
the missile flight states including flight velocity and position
vector, dynamic attack zone for this missile to attack the other
flight targets. The reference point of this dynamic attack zone
is the missile flight position at the flight time ts. The dynamic
attack zone after being launched in random wind field is
described as
Dynamic attack zone of air-to-air missile after being launched in random wind field 1521Rmax ¼ RmaxðV; c;wv; h; x; z; nmax; qT;N1;N2; :::; hT;VT; nT; nÞjt¼ts
Rmin ¼ RminðV; c;wv; h; x; z; nmax; qT;N1;N2; :::; hT;VT; nT; nÞjt¼ts
Lmax ¼ LmaxðV; c;wv; h;x; z; nmax; qT;N1;N2; :::; hT;VT; nT; nÞjt¼ts
Dmax ¼ DmaxðV; c;wv; h; x; z; nmax; qT;N1;N2; :::; hT;VT; nT; nÞjt¼ts
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where Rmax and Rmin are respectively the forane boundary and
vicinity boundary of the attack zone after being launched at
flight time ts; Lmax and Dmax are respectively the left border
and right border of this attack zone after being launched;
Rmax, Rmin, Lmax and Dmax form the whole dynamic attack
zone after being launched. ðV; c;wvÞjt¼ts are velocity, path
angle and heading angle of air-to-air missile at flight time ts;
ðhT;VT; qTÞjt¼ts are respectively the flight height, velocity and
the entry angle of the flight target at flight time ts; nmax and
nT are respectively maximum available maneuver overloads
of air-to-air missiles and the flight target; n is random wind
field; N1, N2, . . . are other restrictions, such as the work
statuses of missile aerodynamic characteristics, propulsion
systems, other subsystems and all kinds of random errors
and disturbances, maneuver types of flight targets and so on.
3. Numerical algorithm for dynamic attack zone in random wind
field after being launched
3.1. Mathematic model of air-to-air missile
The 6-DOF differential motion equations of air-to-air missile
are as follows:
_x ¼ f½xðtÞ; uðtÞ;PM; xTðtÞ; t ð2Þ
where flight status xðtÞ ¼ ½V; c;wv; h; x; z;xx;xy;xz;
C;u;/; a; b; r, with xx;xy and xz the rotation rates of Euler
attitude angles, C;u and / the Euler attitude angles,
a; b and r the attack angle, sideslip angle and bank angle;
flight control uðtÞ = [dx; dy; dz] = [k1xr, k1yaz, k1zay ], with
dx; dy and dz are rudder angles, k1x; k1y and k1z are coefficients
of rudder angles, ay and az the command accelerations of mis-
sile; the missile parameters PM = [c
a
y, c
b
z , c
dz
y , c
dy
z , Xpz, maz , m
b
y ,
mrx, m
dx
x , m
dy
y , mxxx , m
xy
y , mxzz , m
wx
y , m
wy
x , Ix, Iy, Iz, Ixy; Iyz; Izx, P,
m, S], with cay, c
b
z , c
dz
y and c
dy
z the partial derivative coefficients
of aerodynamic forces on the missile, Xpz the distance between
the gravity center and pressure center, maz , m
b
y , m
r
x, m
dx
x , m
dy
y ,
mxxx , m
xy
y , mxzz , m
wx
y and m
wy
x the partial derivative coefficients
of aerodynamic moments, Ix; Iy; Iz, Ixy; Iyz and Izx the
rotational inertia parameters; flight status of target xTðtÞ =
[VT; cT;wvT, hT; xT; zT], where the subscript ‘‘T” means the
flight target in this paper; S is the reference area of the missile
body. The engine thrust P and missile mass m are calculated by
P ¼ F
0

t 6 tE f
t > tE f
ð3Þ
m ¼ m0 
R t
0
F
Isp
dt t 6 tE f
m0 mf t > tE f
8<
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wherem0 is initialmass ofmissile;mf is fuelmass ofmissile engine;
Isp is specific impulse; tE f is maximum time of the rock engine.3.2. Missile guidance law
Air-to-air missile uses proportional navigation law of three-
dimensional space. In proportional navigation law, in speed
coordinates, the command acceleration of air-to-air missile is
ay ¼ k1j _rj _qy
az ¼ k2j _rj _qz

ð5Þ
where k1 and k2 are proportional coefficients; _r is varying rate
of the distance between the target and missile; _qy and _qz are
rotational angle rates of air-to-air missile seeker in speed coor-
dinate system y axis and z axis.
3.3. Target mathematic model
The 3-D differential motion equations of flight target are
_VT ¼ aTx; _cT ¼ aTy
VT
; _wvT ¼ aTz
VTcos cT
_xT ¼ VTcos cTcos wvT; _hT ¼ VTsin cT
_zT ¼ VTcos cTsin wvT
8><
>:
ð6Þ
where aT is maneuver acceleration of target in Earth Cartesian
coordinate system. Through setting the function of target fly-
ing acceleration ðaTx; aTy; aTzÞ with the change of time, any dif-
ferent types of maneuvering penetration flight trajectories
ðt; hT; xT; zTÞ are obtained.
3.4. Random wind field model
n ¼ ½VWx;VWy;VWz; aWx; aWy; aWzjt¼ts ð7Þ
where VWx;VWy and VWz are the component velocities of ran-
dom wind field in Earth coordinate system; aWx; aWy and aWz
are the component accelerations of random wind field in Earth
coordinate system. The random wind field model is described
in Refs.19,20 The average velocity of random wind field and
wind shear which vary with the height from 0 km to 100 km
is shown in Fig. 3, where VW is the average velocity of wind
and aW is the wind shear of wind field.
3.5. Calculations of both dynamic attack zone after being
launched and dynamic attack zone at launch time
To calculate envelopes with high accuracy and non-real time
online, based on the mathematic models Eqs. (1)–(7) of both
the air-to-air missile, the flight target and the random wind
model, the dynamic envelope or DLZ of an air-to-air missile
at the launch time can be calculated by dichotomy algorithm
shown in Figs. 4 and 5 which are presented as follows.
Step 1. Set flight vehicle models and parameters, as well as the
initial flight conditions for missile and target.
(1) Missile model and parameters: thruster, aerodynamic,
mass properties, missile guidance law and maximum
maneuver acceleration, etc.
(2) Missile initial flight status: (V ; c;wv, h; x; z, xx;xy ;xz,
C;u;/, a; b; r)jt¼0 or t¼ts ; the other subsystem informa-
tion: engine work status and mass properties
ðP ;m; Ix; Iy ; Iz; Ixy ; Iyz; IzxÞjt¼ts ; missile-target line of sight
(LOS) angles cMTjt¼ts and wMTjt¼ts .
Fig. 4 Iterated process for calculating exact points of dynamic
envelope by dichotomy algorithm.
1522 Y. Hui et al.(3) Target parameters: the maneuver type, maximum
maneuver acceleration, maximum and minimum flight
velocities, etc.
(4) Target initial condition: ðxT; yT; zT; V Tx; V Ty ; V Tz; aTx; aTy ;
aTzÞjt¼0 or t¼ts , where V Tx; V Ty and V Tz are component
velocities of target in Earth coordinate system. Set the
initial distance RT;Lost;New between missile and target to
be enough large and then the missile cannot meet the
target; set the initial distance RT;Got;New to be enough
smaller and then the missile can get the target.
(5) Wind model: ðV Wx; V Wy ; V Wz; aWx; aWy ; aWzÞjt¼ts . Set the
parameters of random wind model.
Step 2. Reset target initial position RT;N by
RT;N ¼ 0:5ðRT;Lost;New þ RT;Got;NewÞ ð8Þ
ðxT; hT; zTÞjt¼t0 ¼ ðxT;N; hT;N; zT;NÞ ð9Þ
xT;N ¼ RT;N cos cMT cos wMT
hT;N ¼ RT;N sin cMT
zT;N ¼ RT;N cos cMT sin wMT
8><
>: ð10Þ
where cMT and wMT are LOS angles which are respectively
in plumb and horizontal planes.
Step 3. Flight numerical simulation by Eqs. (2)–(7) for missile
and target to obtain miss distance rMT.
Step 4. Increase or decrease RT,N+1 by dichotomy algorithm.Fig. 3 Random wind field model.
Fig. 5 Calculation flowchart for both dynamic attack zones after
being launched and traditional dynamic envelope.(1) If missile lose the flight target, i.e., rMT > rmin, with rmin
the acceptable miss distance, RT;Lost;New = RT;N , decrease
RT,N by dichotomy algorithm Eq. (8), then go to Step 2.
(2) Otherwise, if rMT 6S rmin, check the calculation precision
DRT;N ¼ jRT;N  RT;Got;Newj 6 rmin ð11Þwhere DRT;N is the calculation precision of dynamic envelope
or dynamic attack zone after being launched. And then,
(1) If Eq. (11) exists, go to Step 5.
(2) Otherwise, if DRT;N > rmin, then RT;Got;New = RT;N ;
increase RT;N by dichotomy algorithm Eq. (8) and go
to Step 2.
Step 5. Obtain the target initial condition (xT; yT; zT) jt¼t0 by
Eq. (9) as the boundaries Rmax, Rmin, Lmax and Dmax in Eq.
(1) for dynamic envelope or dynamic attack zone after being
launched.
The iterated process for calculating the exact points of
dynamic envelope by dichotomy algorithm can be seen in
Fig. 4 and the calculation flowchart for both dynamic attack
Dynamic attack zone of air-to-air missile after being launched in random wind field 1523zone after being launched and traditional dynamic envelope is
shown in Fig. 5.4. Numerical simulation results
The calculation conditions for the 3-D traditional envelope
and dynamic attack zone in random wind field after being
launched are as follows:
(1) The initial flight speed of both the target and the air-
to-air missile is 300 m/s.
(2) The available maximum maneuver overload of the tar-
get nT = 9g and the available maximum maneuver over-
load of the air-to-air missile nmax = 25g.
(3) Set the initial flight parameters of missile and target and
the maneuver type of target.
(4) Missile engine thrust P= 7000 N, the maximum time of
the rock engine tE f = 10 s, specific impulse I sp =
237.89 s.
(5) Set the type of random wind field (including wind veloc-
ities and directions).
Four numerical simulation cases are no-escape envelope
and the relative dynamic attack zones after being launched
with and without influences of random wind field, as well as
the maximum envelope and the relative dynamic attack zone
after being launched with and without influences of random
wind field. Those numerical simulation results are presented
as follows.
Case 1. Traditional no-escape envelope of rear attack,
dynamic attack zones of rear attack after being launched
10 s and 30 s without regard to the influences of random wind
field.
To calculate the dynamic attack zone of rear attack after
being launched 10 s, a lot of flight numerical simulations were
done which chose the target initial flight height from 5 km to
12 km after missile being launched 10 s later. Fig. 6 shows
the flight trajectories of both missile and target and parameters
of missiles when target initial flight height is 7 km after being
launched 10 s later, as an example. In Fig. 6, ac means the
guidance command acceleration of missile.
In Fig. 7, the missile envelope presented as ‘‘” in red color
is the traditional envelope which is calculated at the time
t= 0 s when the air-to-air missile is launched; the missile
envelope presented as ‘‘o” in blue color is the dynamic attack
zone after being launched 10 s later; the ballistic curve is the
flight trajectory for the missile to fly in the first 10 s starting
from the initial launch status. For calculating the traditional
envelope at flight time t= 0 s, the flight targets fly without
any maneuver and the missiles pursue the targets all along
from the targets’ rear. For calculating the dynamic attack zone
after being launched at flight time t= 10 s, the targets fly to
the missiles at first, then the trajectories of targets are con-
trolled by U-turn maneuver and later the missiles pursue the
targets all along by rear attack. It is the same to calculate
dynamic attack zone after being launched at flight time
t= 30 s and the results can be seen in Fig. 8. The dynamic
attack zone after being launched 10 s and 30 s is not com-
pletely inside the no-escape zone at t= 0 s. The envelope of
the dynamic attack zone after being launched is not symmetry
because of the U-turn maneuvers of targets.Case 2. Traditional maximum envelope of frontal attack,
dynamic attack zones after being launched 10 s and 30 s of
frontal attack without regard to the influences of random wind
field.
For calculating the traditional envelope at flight time
t= 0 s, the flight targets fly without any maneuver and the
missiles pursue the targets all along by frontal attack. For cal-
culating the dynamic attack zone after being launched at flight
time t= 10 s, the targets fly away from the missiles and the
trajectories of targets are controlled by U-turn maneuver and
then no maneuver, so later the missiles pursue the targets all
along by frontal attack. It is the same for calculating the
dynamic attack zone after being launched at flight time
t= 30 s. The simulation results are shown in Figs. 9 and 10.
The dynamic attack zone after being launched 10 s and 30 s
is completely inside the maximum attack zone at t= 0 s.
The envelope of the dynamic attack zone after being launched
is not symmetric because of the U-turn maneuvers of targets.
Case 3. Dynamic attack zone after being launched 10 s of
frontal attack and 30 s of rear attack considering the random
wind field.
Set the random wind field model, whose velocity is about
half the average value of the standard wind field model and
direction is along the positive direction of x axis. This means
missile flies downwind. The simulation results are shown in
Figs. 11 and 12.
By making a contrast between Figs. 9 and 11, when missiles
fly downwind whose velocity is about 30 m/s and attacking
head on the targets which maneuver by U-turn, the dynamic
attack zone after being launched 10 s has changed. The forane
boundary of the dynamic attack zone increases from 70 km to
74 km and the change rate is 5.71%. The lateral boundary of
the dynamic attack zone moves towards the positive direction
of z axis for 5 km and the change rate is 7.69%. By making a
contrast between Figs. 8 and 12, when missiles fly downwind
whose velocity is about 30 m/s and attack after the targets
which maneuver by U-turn, the dynamic attack zone after
being launched 30 s has changed. The forane boundary of
the dynamic attack zone increases from 34 km to 36 km and
the change rate is 5.88%.The lateral boundary of the dynamic
attack zone moves towards the positive direction of z axis for
1 km and the change rate is 4.35%.
The forane boundary of the dynamic attack zone after
being launched has changed because the wind direction is
along the positive direction of x axis. Due to the targets
maneuver by U-turn, the lateral boundary is also influenced
by the wind field.
If there are contravention results between the traditional
envelope and dynamic attack zone after being launched, the
result of dynamic attack zone after being launched is correct
and the traditional one is incorrect, because they selected dif-
ferent reference points, different moving target flight situation
and so on, then the missile flight situation and inner system
status are different from those at launch time.
Obviously, traditional envelope is just correct for the flight
situations of missile and target at time t= 0 s and it cannot be
used for the flight situations of missile and target at later time
t> 0 s; the longer the flight countermove time, the more
uncertain and inexact the traditional envelope is and maybe
the more mistakes; the dynamic attack zone after being
launched can supply the exact and reliable envelope informa-
tion according to the flight situations of missile and target at
Fig. 6 Flight parameters of missile and target when target initial flight height is 7 km after missile being launched 10 s later.
Fig. 7 Corporation of traditional dynamic attack zone and dynamic attack zone after being launched 10 s later.
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Fig. 8 Corporation of traditional dynamic attack zone and dynamic attack zone after being launched 30 s later.
Fig. 9 Corporation of traditional dynamic attack zone and dynamic attack zone after being launched 10 s later.
Fig. 10 Corporation of traditional dynamic attack zone and dynamic attack zone after being launched 30 s later.
Dynamic attack zone of air-to-air missile after being launched in random wind field 1525that current time t= ts > 0 s, based on the missile flight situ-
ation xðtsÞ and the inner sub-system statuses PMðtsÞ, as well as
the target flight situation xTðtsÞ; when it is necessary to take the
random wind field into account, it is more effective to use the
dynamic attack zone after being launched.Case 4. One application of dynamic attack zone after being
launched in random wind field.
Two air-to-air missiles (M1 and M2) which are launched at
the same time intercept one target (T1). After 28.48 s later, M1
has succeeded in hitting the T1 while M2 has not. But at this
Fig. 11 Corporation of traditional dynamic attack zone and dynamic attack zone after being launched 10 s later.
Fig. 12 Corporation of traditional dynamic attack zone and dynamic attack zone after being launched 30 s later.
Table 1 Initial parameters of missiles and targets.
Missile and
target
x0
(km)
h0
(km)
z0
(km)
V0
(m/s)
c0
()
wv0
()
Maneuver
type
M1 0 10 0 300 0 0
M2 0 10 5 300 0 0
T1 13 12 0 300 0 180 U-turn
T2 60 8 5 300 0 180 No
1526 Y. Hui et al.time, the other target (T2) is just in the dynamic attack zone of
M2. This means M2 has the ability to hit the T2 after being
launched for 28.28 s later. Then M2 will pursuit T2 and hit
it finally.
Set the velocity of random wind field to be about half the
average value of the standard wind field model and the direc-
tion is along the positive direction of z axis. The initial param-
eters of missiles and targets are shown in Table 1. The
subscript ‘‘0”means the initial parameters of missile and target
and the flight simulation results are shown in Fig. 13.5. Conclusions
A new concept regarding the air-to-air missile envelope has
been presented. This new concept is dynamic attack zone of
air-to-air missile after being launched in random wind field.
The definition and meaning of dynamic attack zone after being
launched were systematically dissertated; numerical simulation
algorithm with high accuracy and non-real time online was
presented for the dynamic attack zone after being launched;
some typical numerical simulation cases were presented
regarding dynamic attack zone after being launched based
on the same air-to-air missile model; comparisons were made
between the dynamic attack zone after being launched and
the traditional dynamic attack zone, also comparisons were
made between the dynamic attack zone after being launched
without considering wind field and the dynamic attack zone
after being launched considering wind field.
Based on a great number of flight numerical simulation
results, compared with the traditional air-to-air missile envel-
ope which is calculated at the time when the missile is
launched, the properties of the dynamic attack zone after being
launched are summarized as follows:
Fig. 13 Flight simulation results of one application of dynamic attack zone after being launched in random wind field.
Dynamic attack zone of air-to-air missile after being launched in random wind field 1527(1) Traditional maximum dynamic attack zone can always
include dynamic attack zone of air-to-air missile after
being launched.
(2) Usually dynamic attack zone after being launched is not
completely inside the traditional no-escape envelope; it
depends on reselection of the target flight state and eva-
sive maneuver type, but definitely inside the traditional
maximum envelope.
(3) The fight envelope of dynamic attack zone of air-to-air
missile after being launched is different from the one
of traditional dynamic attack zone; traditional dynamic
attack zone can just be reliably used at launch time,
while dynamic attack zone after being launched can be
reliably and accurately used during any flight antago-
nism time.
(4) Traditional envelope is a special case of dynamic envel-
ope after being launched when the new concept envelope
is calculated at the launch time.
(5) Random wind field can impact the dynamic envelope of
missile to some degree and it is necessary to consider the
influences of random wind field in real-war.
If the envelopes after being launched are calculated by real-
time online algorithm without very high accuracy, this concept
‘dynamic attack zone after being launched in random wind
field can be used in both engineering design and air combat.References
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